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HOW THE E-METER WORKS 

This is a Hubbard Electrometer called an E-Meter for short. 
Technically it is a specially developed "Wheatstone Bridge" 
well known to electrically minded people as a device to mea
sure the amount of resistance to a flow of electricity. 
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Some materials conduct electricity more easily than others. 
Wire used in electrical systems is a good conductor. 
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The human body is not such a good conductor and the 
E-Meter has been specially designed by 1. Ron Hubbard to 
measure the large and minute changes, be they slow or rapid, 
in the electrical resistance of a human body. 

Electrical resistance is measured in ohms. 

The resistance of a dead female body is 5,000 ohms and of 
a dead male body, 12,500 ohms. 
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When , however, the resistance of a live body is measured it 

can be as low as 500 ohms or as high as 1,000,000 ohms. These 
figures are mentioned as a matter of interest and to show 

the wide divergence of the electrical resistance of a body when 
it is inhabited. 
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Tests conclusively show that an individual's emotional state, 

his thoughts, etc., instantly raise or lower the electrical 
resistance of the body. Thus the meter is an extremely valu

able tool in the hands of a trained auditor. The various 
manifestations and their significances are fully covered in 
"E-Meter Essentials" by L. Ron Hubbard. We in Scientology 
have come to accept the fact that the E-Meter " talks" to us. 
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We rarely give much thought to the hours and hours of work 
and research put in by 1. Ron Hubbard, resulting in the 
perfect instrument-the Mark V-and an exact exposition 
of what the various reading and changes mean. 

Here we see Ron checking a new Mark V against the proto
type (on the left). This prototype is kept by Ron in a safe 
and is used by him from time to time to make sure that the 
standard of manufacture is maintained. It was made to his 
exact specifications and assembled in a Mark IV case. 

Self Portrait 
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The inner workings are intricate and made to Ron's exact 
specification. The technically minded will see that it has a 
"printed" circuit (thus avoiding mis-duplication) and is fully 
transistorised (no delicate valves or tubes). It is robust but 
as with all precision instruments should be handled with 
respect and care. Note: Only half a volt is passed through 
the body. This is negligible. 
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SETTING UP THE E-METER 

To familiarise yourself with the mechanical functions first 
open the lid and detach it. 
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Turn the lid around and connect the hinge pieces together. 
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Then fasten the hooks on to the studs. 
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Turn the "Set-Transit-Test" knob to "Test" and the "on-off" 
switch to 1. The needle should go hard over to the right. 
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If the needle does not go right over then the battery requires 
recharging, so to do this you need the "charging lead" supplied 
with every meter. 
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Connect the charging lead to the meter and then to A.c. 
(Alternating Current) mains. This is the usual domestic supply. 
Leave the "Set-Transit-Test" knob at "Test" and the "on-off' 
switch at 1. If the voltage of your mains supply is 220/240 
volts the meter should be left connected to the mains for 14 
hours. If it is 110 volts A.c. the meter should be left for 
28 hours. In both cases the battery will be fully charged 
and will give about 40 hours of use. Do not connect to a 
D.C. (Direct Current) supply. 
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Subsequently it is advisable to keep a log of the time a meter 
is in use so that it can be re-charged in good time. If and 
when the battery is charged turn the "Set-Transit-Test" knob 
to "Set". The meter is now operable. 
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Turn the "Tone Arm" until it points to 2 (F). This is the 
position of the 5,()()() ohms previously referred to. (3 (M) is 
the 12,500 ohms position). Now turn the sensitivity knob 
-it is also the "on-off" switch-to the maxmum marked on 
the dial (16 or 32) . The meter shown here is one of the earlier 
models on which the sensitivity dial is graduated from 1 to 
16. (Later models have a dial grad uated from 1 to 32.) 
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Now turn the "trim" knob- clockwise the needle will go to 
the right, anti-cl0ckwise to the left. Leave it when the needle 
is in the "set" position. The meter is now correctly adjusted 
for use. 
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Turn the sensitivity knob back to I. The needle will only 

move a small amount, if at all. 
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THE SENSITIVITY KNOB 

By moving the Tone Arm you will notice that the needle also 
moves. The Tone Arm, therefore, can control the position of 
the needle. If you move the Tone Arm c~ockwise the needle 
will go clockwise and vice versa. 
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Move the Tone Arm to 1.5 so that the needle is to the extreme 
left of the dial. Don't move the Tone Arm more than is neces
sary to bring the needle over to the left. 
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Now move the Tone Arm in a clockwise direction until the 
needle is just in the "test" part of the dial. Note the Tone 
Arm is now at 2.5. 
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Move the Tone Arm back to 1.5. Put Sensitivity knob to 
No.4 or 8 on a meter that is numbered to 32. 
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Next move the Tone Arm clockwise until the needle is in the 

"test" portion of the dial (don't move the Tone Arm more 
than is necessary). Note the Tone Arm has only had to be 
moved to about 2.0. 

So you see that the needle is more sensitive to the Tone Arm 
as the sensitivity knob is moved up to a higher number. Try 
this for yourself by turning the sensitivity knob to a higher 
number and then notice how much less you need to move the 
Tone Arm in order to move the needle across the dial. 
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Therefore increasing the sensitivity by putting the sensitivity 
knob to a higher number magnifies the movement of the 
needle. 

It is important that you understand that the Tone Arm Motion 
is constant. It is the needle action which is magnified or 
decreased by the adjustment of the sensitivity knob. 

The meter can be made even more sensitive by turning the 
"Sensitivity Booster" to 32, which will double the sensitivity, 
or to 64 which quadruples the sensitivity (64 or 128 in later 
models). 
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THE NEEDLE 

Now turn the Tone Arm to 2.0 and the sensitivity to 1, and the 
needle will be at "set" again. Take the plug connected to the 
cans and plug it in to the electrode socket. Place the cans 
upright on the table so that they do not touch each other and 
you will notice that the needle will go right over to the left. 
Moving the Tone Arm will not have an effect on the needle. 
This is because there is almost total resistance to the electric 
current; the table and the air are very poor conductors of 
electricity. 
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If you touch the cans together the needle will go hard over 
to the right because there's practically no resistance, the 
cans and the wire being very good conductors. Do not leave 
the cans touching for more than a few seconds, otherwise 
the meter might be damaged. 
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Hold the cans in your hands and get someone to adjust the 
Tone Arm until the needle is at "set" . Note the position of 
the Tone Arm. Ordinary "tin" cans with the paper label 
stripped off are preferred. Although they are less attractive, 
they give a more accurate response. 
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Ask someone else to hold the cans and adjust the Tone Arm 
yourself so that the needle is again at "set". It is most 
unlikely that the Tone Arm will be at the exact position as 
when you hold the cans. If the cans are cold it is sometimes 
necessary to wait a while for the cans to "warm up" in the 
hands before the needle settles down. 
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Tell the person holding the cans to squeeze them and when 
this is done you will see that the needle will immediately go 
over to the right. When he/she returns to the original grip, 
the needle will return to the "set" position. 
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Increase the sensitivity setting to 4 and have the cans 
squeezed again. You will notice that the needle goes further 
and more quickly to the right. If on the first squeeze the 
needle has gone right over, at the higher sensitivity it will hit 
the pin harder and bounce off maybe several times. This is 
another demonstration of the function of the sensitivity knob 
magnifying the movement of the needle. 
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When you have finished using the meter, switch off the 
"sensitivity knob" and put the "Set-Transit-Test" knob 
to "Transit." This prevents the batteries running down and 
protects the needle mechanism during transit. 
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At the bottom of the Tone Arm Dial a very useful 
device called the" Tone Arm Counter" may be fitted. If you 
move the Tone Arm about you will notice that the number in 
the "window" on the right will change periodically. It will 
increase by sevens until it reaches 98 when it will go to 0 
and then continue increasing by seven. This number records 
the distance of downward movements traversed by the Tone 
Arm. It is recorded in numbers of divisions-from 4 to 3 
would be one division. This information is very valuable and 
important to an auditor. Its use is fully described in "The 
Book of E-Meter Drills" compiled by Mary Sue Hubbard. 
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You can test your meter's efficiency from time to time this 
way. Place the cans on the table so that they do not touch 
each other. Plug them into the meter. Set the Tone Arm 
to 6.5. Turn the "Set-Transit-Test" knob to 16. Turn 
" Trim" knob so as to bring needle to " set" position. It is 
important that the table upon which the meter is standing is 
firm and steady, so don't lean on or touch it during the test. 
Observe the needle carefully, it should be quite steady. A 
slight gentle drift is all right but if it is at all jerky you will 
know your meter needs attention. 
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THE TONE ARM 

Much useful information can be gained from the position of 
the Tone Arm. For example, in passing the Class VI auditing 
requirement for classification at Level VI a check must be 
done on the E-Meter and the following qualification con
cerning the Tone Arm must be observed. 

If the Tone Arm is at 4.0-that is all right. 
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If the Tone Arm is at 4.5~that is barely passing. 
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Whilst if the Tone Arm is at 5.0- that is absolutely not 
passing. 
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The Tone Arm being anywhere between 4.0 and 2.0 is 
acceptable as passing. 
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But the Tone Arm below 2.0 is definitely not acceptable as 
passing. 
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NEEDLE ACTIONS 

The successful auditor needs to know his meter very well 
and be aware of the various actions of the needle. There are 
ten main needle actions which occur upon a pre-clear being 
given an auditing question and an auditor should get familiar 
with these early in his training. First, there is the" Stuck" 
needle (illustrated in this picture). You ask the pc a question 
and the needle just stays stuck with no movement whatsoever. 
This should on no account be confused with a " Nul" needle 
which is the needle continuing to behave in an action 
uninfluenced by the auditing question . 
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A very important action is called the" Fall." It is a move
ment to your right as you face the meter. It can take place 
anywhere on the dial. It can be a short movement or a long 
movement even necessitating adjustment of the Tone Arm. 
The movement can be either fast or slow. 
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The .. Rise" is exactly opposite to a .. Fall "- the needle 

moves to your left instead of to the right . 
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The .. Theta Bop" is a small or wide steady dance of the 
needle. Depending on the sensitivity setting it can be anything 
from one-eighth to half an inch wide. It is very rapid, perhaps 

five or ten times a second. 
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The" Rock Slam" is very spectacular. It is a crazy, unequal, 
jerky motion of the needle, narrow as one inch or as wide as 
three inches happening several times a second. The needle 
goes crazy" slamming back and forth, narrowly, widely, over 
to the left, over to the right as if frantically trying to escape." 
The first time you see a real one the chances are you will 
think there is something wrong with your meter. 
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A " Stage Four" needle goes up about an inch or two (always 
the same distance) and sticks and then falls, goes up, sticks, 
falls, about once a second or so. It is very regular, always 
the same distance, aways the same pattern, over and over, 
on and on, and nothing you say or the preclear says changes 
it (except Body Reactions). 
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The "Free" or "Floating" needle. The needle just floats 
over a wide area and anything the pc says or thinks has 
no influence on the very smooth movement. Further, you 
will have difficulty in controlling the needle with the Tone 
Arm just as you would have difficulty balancing a long stick 
on your fingertip. 

It is an important characteristic which should be readily 
recognised as it indicates a satisfactory conclusion to an 
auditing activity. 

There are three reactions not pictured here-" Nul," " Change 
of Characteristic," and "Body Reactions." These are fully 
described in "E-Meter Essentials" by L. Ron Hubbard. 
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THE AZIMUTH METER 

The Azimuth Alignment Meter comes in an attractive leather 
case. It is exactly the same in operation and function as the 
Hubbard Mark V. If you own an Azimuth the description 
of the Mark V in the foregoing pages will be just as helpful 
in your getting to understand the Azimuth. 
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The differences are really quite few. For example, instead of 
being supported by the lid there is a rod which is pushed into 
a socket at the back. 
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It can then be stood up, quite firmly, on the table. 
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Apart from the obvious, main difference of the meter dial 
being above the Tone Arm, the " Set-Transit-Test" knob 
is alongside the Tone Arm. The cans are plugged in at the 
side as on the Mark V. 

ALfGNMENT 
METER 
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The Sensitivity Booster, indicated in the picture, has two 
positions-" Hi" and "Lo." The battery charging socket is 
on the bottom edge of and just below the booster switch and 
the" Trim Knob." 
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The main advantage of the Azimuth is the facility provided 
by the additional glass panel behind the needle. This makes 
it possible for you to write on your auditor's report or work
sheet and at the same time keep an eye on the behaviour of 
the needle. 
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The supporting rod supplied with your Azimuth is straight 
and gets in the way of your writing paper when you put it 
underneath the meter. To overcome this take the rod which 
is made of fairly soft metal and gently bend it. 



It does not need to be bent very much and if you do this 
by easy stages, you will find the best angle so that . . . 
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... it d,oes not get in the way of the paper you are writing 
on. Practice writing on the paper underneath the meter scale, 
so that you can make full use of this facility. 
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In the rare event of the meter behaving badly or ceasing to 
function return it to The Book Store, Saint Hill Manor, East 
Grinstead, Sussex, England, for repair. If, however, you live 
outside the U.K. contact your local Hubbard Organization for 
instructions as to where to send it. Provided the damage is 
not due to carelessness or breakage the meter will be repaired 
free of charge for a reasonable period after purchase. 
Pack it very carefully before sending. See that it is switched 
off and the "Set-Transit-Test" knob is in the "Transit" 
position . Use the original packing carton to send it in. 
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HOW TO BUY AN E-METER 

Simply send a cheque or money order to cover the cost to 
your local Scientology Organization or to: 

The Book Store 
Saint Hill Manor 
East Grinstead 
Sussex, England 

Hubbard Mark V E-Meter: $150.00 (U.S.) 
Azimuth Alignment Meter: $155.00 (U.S.) 
(or the equivalent in other currency) 

A 20% discount is given to International Members. (For 
Membership, write The Membership Officer of your local 
Scientology Organisation.) 

Shipping by surface is done at no extra charge. If air 
shipping is desired send an extra $15.00 (U.S.) or the equivalent 
with your order and request shipping by air. 

E-METER TRAINING 

Full and comprehensive training in the E-Meter is given in 
every Academy of Scientology and the Hubbard College of 
Scientology, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, England. 
For more details write the Letter Registrar. 
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To learn the proper application of the E-Meter and how to 
become efficient in its use you need these two books. 

Order by sending $2.00 (U.S.) or the equivalent in other 
currency to your local Scientology Organisation or to: -

For ~UC8 inr or~ation 
Ci.);j ~ .J.o.': ::' .)Ci~:ltology 

Idl~ ~ :)~:, ,;t .t NW. 
1 ; aS ; j::':6~ :): ' : ' ) .c . 20009 
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